
Space-Saving Simplified
A place for everything.
Rugged, affordable Flip-n-File™ units are offered in a choice of open- or 

closed-door designs. They feature fixed shelves with steel dividers that will 

accommodate both letter and legal filing. Retractable doors with recessed 

pulls respond easily to the touch for easy opening and quick accessibility to 

files without blocking aisles.
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accommodating
Multiple storage configuration options 
accommodate a variety of media.

economical
Lower cost per filing inch than vertical or 
lateral drawer files.

mobilized
Mount Flip-n-File cabinets on Mobile 
1000, Kwik Track or Mobile Light for added 
efficiency.

space planning
Mayline® offers free, expert high-density 
storage design services. We recommend 
the best solutions for the needs and space, 
develop drawings for floor plans, and provide 
a list of all the materials needed to create an 
effective storage solution. Call 1-800-822-
8037 or email spaceplanning@mayline.com.

MOBILIZED ON KWIK TRACK

5-TIER CABINET

DIVIDER

Flip-n-File Cabinets 
The flip side of efficiency.
1.  Save valuable floor space.  

Flip-n-File™ Cabinets are available in 5, 6 
and 7-tier heights and boast a narrow-
depth footprint. Shelves offer 10”-height 
shelf clearance, and inside width 
dimension is 34”. Plus, there is a 120 lb. 
shelf load capacity.

2.  Organize with ease and 
assurance of quality.  
Flip-n-File Cabinets are built to last. 
Adjustable levelers and glides assure an 
always-smooth operation. The cabinets 
are made of durable steel with fixed 
shelves that include four file dividers per 
shelf for organizing storage. Additional 
dividers are available. Label holders on 
closed-door units further help identify 
contents.

3.  Create unique variations to 
support unique needs.  
File Harbor Cabinets are available with 
preconfigured components for end-tab 
filing, but users can also specify their own 
unique storage variations using optional 
reference shelves for note-making and 
optional rollout and hanging file frames. 
The multiple storage configuration 
options accommodate a variety of media. 
Select cabinets heights at 83”, 62”, or 38”.

4.  Choose door colors that 
complement.  
File Harbor Cabinets are available in 
all Mayline® standard paint finishes. 
Tambour doors available in Pebble Gray, 
Mist, Graphite, and Sand. All internal 
components are standard Graphite finish.
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